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Abstract: The four major countries of East Asia—China, Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan—form one of the most densely populated regions on earth, and through the course
of the late 20th and early 21st centuries the region experienced some of its fastest
economic growth, propelled by the policies of state-led developmentalism. As a result of this
density and these policies, the four countries in turn became some of the most
environmentally degraded. As each achieved middle-to-high income status, however, the
populace and then the regime in each country realized that they could not sustain either
rapid economic growth or popular legitimacy without addressing the environmental
consequences of this fast growth. The four states thus changed their fundamental economic
policies from pure developmentalism to what we call eco-developmentalism, an attempt to
reconcile economic prosperity with environmental sustainability. Although success so far
has been mixed, this turn to eco-developmentalism has allowed these states to claim world
leadership in mitigating environmental degradation.1
*
East Asia’s four largest countries2—the People’s Republic of China, the Republic of China on
Taiwan, Japan, and the Republic of Korea— contain some of the most densely populated
regions in the world and support 21% of the world’s population. Their estimated GDP
constituted about 25% of the world’s total in 2019 (Statistics Times 2020)3, up from just 7%
in 1960 (World Bank n.d.). The dramatic growth of East Asia’s economy in the past halfcentury is widely attributed to the economic success of the East Asian developmental states,
which have staked their popular legitimacy on economic development and the material
beneﬁts that such growth brings to their citizens. At the same time, the developmental
states’ extreme focus on material growth, particularly in the early decades of their high
growth period, led to intense pollution and environmental catastrophes. Betting on the
populace’s propensity to value increases in material living standards above all, state
planners and corporate enterprises often externalized the air, water, soil, forests, and
biodiversity of their territories as something that they could take care of later, perhaps
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much later, after they had achieved material prosperity.

The Three Gorges Dam, China

Later has come. China, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan have all reached upper-middle or
even high-income status, and the pollution and environmental degradation have become so
intense that they threaten the health and livelihood of residents in urban as well as rural
areas. Citizens across the region no longer automatically prioritize additional material
wealth over cleaner air, water, and soil, more buildings over more greenspace. Beginning in
Japan in the 1960s, and spreading to Taiwan and Korea in the 1980s and China in the 1990s,
citizens and civil society groups began to demand that their governments shift priorities
away from growth-at-any-cost. The governments were slow to take notice at ﬁrst, but by the
1970s in Japan, the 1990s in Korea and Taiwan, and after 1998 in China, East Asia’s states
began to modify their emphasis on growth to incorporate environmental restoration and
preservation into their policies and practices.
This pro-environmental shift in policy orientation represents a fundamental change in the
nature of these states—from purely developmental to what we call ecodevelopmental—which recognize that greater environmental sustainability is critical for
them to continue to grow economically while maintaining their domestic political legitimacy
and assert international leadership. East Asia’s eco-developmental states have thus
committed themselves to some sort of balance between economic development and
environmental sustainability. Commitment of course does not equal results, and the actual
record of the four East Asian states has been mixed. China in particular continues to
increase its greenhouse gas emissions, and it attempts to mitigate this growth partly by
building massive, environmentally destructive hydroelectric dams. It also exports
environmental degradation by building power plants and hydroelectric dams in many Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) countries. Japan, Korea, and Taiwan also export environmental
degradation by continuing to import massive amounts of fossil fuels and wood. But all four
states have made immense progress in curtailing air pollution and deforestation, and are
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actively addressing a multitude of other environmental problems. Part of the four states’
turn to eco-developmentalism is based on public pressure: under these regimes, civil society
groups have continued and frequently expanded their environmental action, sometimes in
active opposition to and sometimes in wary or even enthusiastic cooperation with state
environmental agencies. In addition, the desire to be seen around the globe as
environmentally responsible has also accelerated the turn toward eco-developmentalism.
The Importance of East Asia
Despite its prominence in the world economy and the relative wealth of the four countries
included in our analysis, East Asia is resource poor. Japan and Taiwan both import 93% of
their energy, and Korea 81%. Although China imports a much smaller percentage of its total
primary energy—around 16%—the total volume of imports—270 million tons of coal
(Reuters 2018) and 3.06 billion barrels of crude oil (MAREX 2018) in 2017—still makes China
the world’s largest total net energy importer (IEA 2017: 60-69). East Asia’s fossil-fuel thirst
thus contributes to environmental degradation and economic imbalance in oil- and gasproducing countries. All four countries also import a large percentage of the wood they use
in construction and manufacturing, something that has allowed Japan, Korea, and Taiwan to
restore the forest cover lost before and during the early days of the developmental state
and allowed China to increase its forest cover from 8-11% in 1960 to over 21% today
(Robbins and Harrell 2014). The result is that all the East Asian countries, along with other
high-consuming countries like the United States, are causing deforestation abroad—their
construction and furniture industries have depleted the forests of Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Solomon Islands, and particularly the Russian Far East, and have negatively impacted
forests as far away as Gabon in west-central Africa (ibid.). Finally, food imports, especially
China’s enormous appetite for soybeans from Brazil and Argentina (Rapoza 2015; Gu and
Thukral 2018), have contributed to deforestation and land degradation in those areas as
well. All four countries’ enthusiasm for seafood has put pressure on world marine ﬁsheries
resources, threatening biodiversity (Cao et al. 2017).
The East Asian region also accounted (in 2012) for 48% of the world’s manufacturing
exports (TMI 2013), a major reason for its polluted cities and rivers and its high GHG
emissions. In 2017-18 China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan accounted for 51%, 6%, 4%, and
1.5% of the world’s steel production (World Steel Association 2018, 2019), and all four
ranked among the top 10 net exporters of steel, meaning that the toxic eﬀects of coal
burning on the air and of steel manufacture on the soil and water resources are
concentrated locally. Similar eﬀects result from automobile manufacture in Japan and Korea,
which respectively account for 10% and 4% of autos produced worldwide (OICA n.d.)4, and
12.6% and 5.2% of automobile exports ranked by monetary value, ranking second and sixth
in the world (Workman 2019). Other manufactures such as leather goods, textiles, machine
parts, and electronics, all of which are major East Asian exports, also contribute to the
region’s high rate of pollution from producing goods that will be consumed abroad.
Because of the intensity of their local environmental problems and their rapid economic
growth in the postwar era, all the East Asian countries except Taiwan have become
important participants in international forums dealing with the environment. China, Japan
and Korea have participated at least since the initial United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment in 1972 (UN 1972) and although China participated only in very limited
ways during the Maoist era of planned economy and self-reliance from 1949 to 79, it began
to take an active role starting from the 1992 Rio Meeting on Environment and Development,
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and has been an active participant since.
East Asian countries’ international connections work in two ways. In some cases, the desire
for international recognition and integration has led these countries to adopt more
progressive policies on the environment. In other cases, as their economic and political
inﬂuence grows, East Asian countries have been able to inﬂuence international dialogues on
the environment in their desired directions.
On the speciﬁc issue of climate change, China’s position has shifted from its initial insistence
in the 1990s that economic development should take priority over environmental
sustainability, to its more recent proactive involvement with international eﬀorts to
decrease GHG emissions. China’s commitment to reduce its own GHG emissions has also
been a big force in driving down the global cost of wind and solar power generation, thus
contributing to rising use of renewable energy across the globe. China has also become a
leader in endangered species conservation, having cooperated with international
conservation NGOs such as The Nature Conservancy (Litzinger 2004; Moseley and Mullin
2014) and the World Wide Fund for Nature (formerly World Wildlife Federation). In particular,
China has gained international respect for its eﬀorts toward the restoration of the iconic
megafaunal species Ailuropoda melanoleuca (Giant Panda) which has become a national
symbol as well as an object of environmental concern (Songster 2018).
In addition to the renewable energy sector, Japan and Korea (and to a lesser extent Taiwan)
have focused on helping manufacturing ﬁrms adjust their products and processes to be
more eco-friendly. Just as Japan was the ﬁrst East Asian developmental state, it was also the
ﬁrst to adjust its developmental policies to incorporate environmental priorities into its codevelopment plans with manufacturers. For example, its investments in high-eﬃciency and
electric vehicles paid oﬀ in a big way with the explosive popularity of the Toyota Prius. That
model sold 300 vehicles during its launch year in 1997, and twenty years later, in 2017,
more than 1.5 million Priuses were sold globally, and the total electric vehicle market
worldwide had risen to almost 12 million vehicles, representing a reduction of 90 million
tons of CO2 (Toyota 2018). China now has almost half the world’s electric cars on its roads
(IEA 2020). In the construction industry, Japan’s policies to encourage waste reduction and
recycling also oﬀer important models that other countries follow; Japan now has a 100%
recycling rate for industrial concrete (Tam 2009), and China has recently reduced the
energy used in producing a ton of cement by about a third of what it was just a few years
ago (Li et al. 2017: 1841).
Although they followed Japan’s lead by a few years, South Korea and Taiwan have also
developed extensive green growth initiatives. South Korea’s 2009 National Strategy for
Green Growth, with its associated Five-Year Plan, was perhaps the most comprehensive in
the region, articulating clear goals for resource conservation and emissions reduction, as
well as signiﬁcant public and private investment in green technology (UN n.d.). Similarly,
Taiwan has found that nurturing “green” industrial products and related services promotes
economic growth and helps mitigate the economic eﬀect of the decline of more polluting
traditional industries (Chao 2017; Hu et al. 2017).
In Japan, Korea, and Taiwan interactions between state and civil society show important
interplays with global environmental organizations and agendas. The governments of Japan
and Korea were initially reluctant to sign international protocols on labeling of genetically
modiﬁed organisms, but pressures from civil society groups that were linked to international
environmental organizations led both countries to ratify the Cartagena Protocol on
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Biosafety. While sometimes at odds with those advocating for CO2 reductions, anti-nuclear
activists in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan have advocated for renewable policies across the
region.
East Asia as a Region in Environment and Environmental Politics
A skeptic might question the value of discussing the environmental policies of China, Japan,
South Korea and Taiwan together, since they have such diﬀerent political systems and
political cultures. We believe, however, that there are three strong reasons for writing about
East Asia as a region. First, despite their obvious diﬀerences, East Asian countries have a
number of historical, cultural, political, economic, and ecological similarities. Second,
because of geographic proximity, the countries in the region are highly connected to one
another and have been for centuries. Those interconnections tend to be obscured in
country-speciﬁc analyses, underscoring the value of comparative scholarship covering the
entire region. Finally, given the similarities among them and the close connections between
them, the diﬀerences among the countries allow for valuable controlled comparison of their
environments along with their environmental cultures and politics.
First and foremost, East Asia is a climatic and ecological region that shares air, water, and
natural wildlife resources. The whole region is aﬀected by the geologic fault lines that
separate the Asian continent from North America, the Paciﬁc Ocean, and the Philippines.
The region shares a typhoon season, heightening its collective exposure to climate changerelated risks. Dust from storms originating in the Loess Plateau of North China and the Inner
Mongolian desert to the north is a major contributor to lowering air quality in Korea and
Japan, and on certain days can even be detected in Seattle and San Francisco.
Similarly, East Asia’s economies are highly interconnected—China is the top trading partner
for Japan, Korea, and Taiwan; and those three countries represent China’s #2, #3, and #4
trading partners after the United States. Just as European and American-owned
manufacturing companies exported their air and water pollution to more permissive
regulatory regimes in Japan, then to Korea and Taiwan, those countries are now exporting
their pollution (and also many of their manufacturing jobs) to the low wage labor and looser
regulatory regime of China. Much of Taiwanese-owned manufacturing, particularly in the
electronics and apparel sectors, now takes place in China, along with substantial amounts of
Japanese- and Korean-owned manufacturing. These activities of course not only boost
incomes but aﬀect China’s environment in negative ways, primarily through pollution (Hatch
and Yamamura 1996; Reardon-Anderson 1997; Terao and Otsuka 2007; Wilkening 2004;
Lora-Wainwright 2017). Air current ﬂows mean that the pollution produced by these
companies then drifts back to their home countries. Thus, unlike when the US and Europe
outsourced their polluting industry to Japan, outsourcing manufacturing from Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan to China does not entirely outsource the related pollution. Relatedly, when
Japan, Korea and Taiwan invest in cleaner supply chains, greener technology, and
transportation methods for their sub-contractors in China, it can contribute to the
improvement in the quality of their own air, water, soil, and marine resources.
Historically, the eastern half of China, along with all of the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan, and
Japan south of Hokkaido, has maintained an unusually high population density for multiple
centuries, based on an agrarian order in which large numbers of peasant farmers grow
grains intensively and pay rents and taxes to a landlord elite and to a centralized state
staﬀed by members of this elite. Many of the speciﬁc problems of East Asia’s environment,
including pollution, deforestation, and species loss—are related to the high population
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density recently compounded in its eﬀects by rapid economic growth and urbanization.
East Asian countries also share both elite and popular cultural ideas about humanenvironment relations. The elite cultures of East Asia were dominated by a tradition that we
can loosely call “Confucian,” which expresses diverse views that have been drawn on by
political leaders to promote diﬀerent agendas at diﬀerent times. During China’s imperial era
and Mao’s rule, the perspective that nature exists to serve humanity, and thus human
action can prevail over or control nature, was promoted. This attitude was exempliﬁed by
the slogan “humans are destined to triumph over nature” (ren ding sheng tian), which can
be found on a seaside monument to engineering on the east coast of Taiwan as well as in
Maoist propaganda from 1960s and 1970s China (Shapiro 2001, Weller 2006).
More recently, pro-environmental leaders and activists in all four countries have touted
another aspect of the Confucian tradition, one that promotes harmony or even unity
between humans and nature. This idea is embodied in the slogan “unity of nature and
people” (tian ren heyi), which has evolved in China into the modern cry to build an
“ecological civilization” (shengtai wenming; Schmitt 2016). At the popular level, peasant
proverbs and notions of village ecology and balance, such as the Japanese “village and
mountain” (satoyama), stress the ecological integrity of the agrarian community (Takeuchi
et al, 2002).
Interestingly, the interconnection between humans and nature, and the emperor’s historic
responsibility for maintaining harmony in both, meant that in contrast to the Christian view
of natural disasters as “acts of God” for which leaders were not responsible, natural
disasters such as ﬂoods and earthquakes were seen as a sign that a leader had lost the
Mandate of Heaven, and should perhaps be replaced. Thus, leaders across East Asia, even
those not subject to democratic political pressures, have felt a responsibility to address
environmental pollution and environmental disasters that threaten people’s “right to
subsistence” (Tu 1989; Perry 2008).
Although they operate in a widely diverse set of political regimes, environmental advocates
across the region rely on a remarkably similar set of strategies to inﬂuence policy and state
action. Everywhere, more organizations use informal networking—either with or without
state involvement—and public education as their primary advocacy strategies than use
more direct forms of action such as public protest, lobbying, and litigation. Whom you know
has always been more important than what you know in East Asian societies (and
elsewhere), and this general cultural trend is reﬂected in the strategies utilized by
environmental activists in the region.
Additionally, East Asian nations all lack a tradition of citizen participation in governance
above the very local level. Thus, across the region mechanisms of citizen participation
through electoral democracy or other formal means to inﬂuence national legislatures or
bureaucracies are relatively new and tend to be underdeveloped, even among the
democratic states. At the same time, all the countries have strong traditions of local
governance. Also, perhaps signiﬁcantly, the region has a long and diverse tradition of
millenarian rebellions and other popular movements based on religious or other local
solidarities (Perry and Harrell 1983). This paradox—high levels of civic engagement at the
local level and low levels of activism at the national level—contributes to many of the
speciﬁc forms of environmental action that we ﬁnd throughout the region.
Finally, since World War II, the East Asian states have all shared the consensus of the
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developmental state, a governing body that derives its legitimacy from its ability to improve
material consumption among its citizens. The developmental state’s initial bargain—asking
citizens to accept environmental degradation in return for an increased standard of
consumption—began to fray as economic prosperity increased and environmental conditions
deteriorated, leading to the formation of the eco-developmental state as a new basis for
policy and state legitimacy.
Variation within East Asia
Although they share many similarities, the diﬀerences among East Asian countries also
make the region productive for academic inquiry. Precisely because a regional focus allows
scholars to control for the many historical, ecological, economic, and cultural variables that
the countries have in common, it becomes possible to engage in a detailed investigation
into the ways that biophysical, sociocultural, administrative, legal, and geopolitical
diﬀerences aﬀect political behavior.
Perhaps most obviously, there are large biophysical diﬀerences among the countries.
Because of China’s continental size and location, in contrast to peninsular Korea and insular
Japan and Taiwan, there are large diﬀerences in resource self-suﬃciency: Although China
has the largest trade volume of any nation, because of its size it is much more self-suﬃcient
and less dependent on trade than its smaller neighbors. It produces more of its own energy,
forest resources, and even food than the other nations, and this diﬀerence aﬀects the ability
of each country to determine its environmental policies, particularly with respect to energy.
We can see this especially with respect to nuclear power politics. Historically, Japan has
relied heavily on nuclear power, getting as much as 30 percent of its electricity from that
source before the 2011 Fukushima triple disaster (World Nuclear Association 2019), and
since then has emphasized conservation. Korea generated 29% of its electricity from
nuclear plants in 2017, but the Moon administration has announced plans to gradually
eliminate nuclear generation as a power source (World Nuclear News 2017). Taiwan built
three nuclear plants during the period of authoritarian rule, but popular protests have
rendered a fourth plant infeasible since democratization, and the regime is now committed
to a fast transition to heavy reliance on renewables, though the means for achieving that
goal are only vaguely deﬁned. Nuclear power remains a diﬃcult political issue for all of the
countries in the region, and its future has not yet been determined.
Socioculturally, the diﬀerences among the countries are quite complex. Many of them stem
from the recent historical trajectories of governance models: Japan as a bureaucratic state
with democratic elections throughout the postwar era, Korea and Taiwan with traditions of
authoritarian governance and transition to democracy in the late 20th century, and China as
an authoritarian state that nevertheless changed its economic model from state socialism to
bureaucratic capitalism after 1980. These diﬀerences inﬂuence the nature of regulatory
regimes, ministerial turf wars, and most importantly environmentalist opposition to and
cooperation with state agencies in the four countries. The strength and character of
democratic politics—its institutions, (e.g., elected legislature, free press, independent
judiciary, and autonomous advocacy organizations), as well as its practices (e.g., electoral
politics, public protests, community organizing, etc.)—are commonly thought to be critical
for determining the environmental politics of a country. East Asia allows us to examine that
assumption: although all four countries have very diﬀerent experiences with democracy,
they all initially followed a developmental state model and have made the transition to ecodevelopmental states.
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Central-local government relations also diﬀer. All four countries have strong central
governments and a common practice of local policy experimentation prior to national policy
implementation. However, the center-local political game is played very diﬀerently in the
four places, and the capacity for local innovation varies as well. In China, localities can
practice what we might call “guided autonomy” or a limited ability to experiment with policy
implementation, so that policies such as the emissions trading markets or renewable energy
subsides are often tried out locally before being implemented on a wider scale. In Japan
local municipalities frequently experiment with waste, emissions, and building ordinances in
an eﬀort to increase the quality of their local environment. When those local models are
eﬀective, they can be adopted by multiple localities and eventually become national policy.
Similarly, in Taiwan local governments are able to experiment with environmental policies,
and their models of what to do as well as what not to do can be adopted nationally. In Japan
and Taiwan, pioneering local governments often “guide” the national governments in the
area of environmental policy. Although Korea has also seen a rise in the level of autonomy
of its local governments in recent years, they remain highly constrained and have the least
capacity to act as environmental policy innovators of the four countries in this study.
The role of law and lawyers also varies. In none of these countries has litigation traditionally
played as great a role in society as in the Euro-American world, and its importance diﬀers
considerably from one country to another. Although environmental lawsuits have been
permitted in China and Taiwan since the early aughts (Economy 2005; Li Jianliang 2010),
they play a minor role in comparison to popular protest. In contrast, in both Japan and Korea
lawyers and lawsuits have played vital roles in the environmental movement and in
environmental policymaking. Victory in the early 1970s by pollution victims, in what came to
be known as Japan’s Big lawsuits (Upham 2009), served as a critical turning point for the reorientation of the developmental state away from growth-ﬁrst towards a model that
promoted more sustainable development. In Korea, lawyers’ associations were crucial
players in the successful democratization movement (Lee et al. 1999; Ku 2002), and they
continue to inﬂuence the evolution of Korea’s eco-developmental state (Cho 1999). These
diﬀerences have implications as all four countries increase their participation in rights-based
international forums and join various treaties and protocols.
Diachronic diﬀerences are also important to any comparative project, and especially here as
we seek to highlight the transformation of developmental to eco-developmental states
across the region. Countries that experienced this transition at later dates have done so in a
diﬀerent world context, particularly with regard to climate change and its eﬀects. Japan,
which was the ﬁrst East Asian country to industrialize, and the ﬁrst to face the negative
environmental legacy of the developmental state, it was a pioneer in developing
environmental policies, based primarily on regulation. But it was not until the end of the
20thcentury that the bureaucratic processes of regulation became transparent enough, and
global environmental NGOs became powerful enough, to allow popular participation to
inﬂuence policy signiﬁcantly. Korea and Taiwan not only developed later, they democratized
later. It is partly because of this timing that they have been much more closely connected to
worldwide environmental movements. China has not democratized, but is eager to be seen
as a player in international environmental politics. It has developed a system of top-down
environmental regulation that also allows a small amount of popular environmental protest
(Lora-Wainwright 2017), but activism has generally been restricted to the local level (Ho
2007, Teets 2014).
All of these diﬀerences mean that the basic dynamics and priorities in the environmental
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politics in the four countries vary widely. While there are remarkable similarities in the
speciﬁc strategies utilized by citizens to advocate for pro-environmental policy change, the
conﬁguration of environmental politics in the four places is very diﬀerent. In Japan, which
experienced its environmental crisis ﬁrst and has been ruled by the Liberal Democratic Party
for nearly all of the post-war period, environmental organizations have been most eﬀective
when they have found allies among the ruling LDP members and inside the bureaucracy and
local government. While advocacy organizations have connections to opposition parties,
electoral politics has not been a deﬁning element of the environmental movement. In
contrast, in South Korea and Taiwan, the environmental movement became fully
incorporated into those countries’ pro-democracy movements, creating much closer
connections between environmental groups and progressive political parties (Ku 1996; Lee
2000; Lyons 2009; Grano 2015; Haddad 2015a). In further contrast, after a brief period of
opening up in the 2000s, the CCP has spent much of the last decade tightening state control
over environmental organizations and increasing party involvement in their activities. As a
result, environmental groups in China tend to be small and local, and if they grow larger,
they must ﬁnd ways to work productively with the government or face shutdown.
In sum, East Asia is an excellent region in which to study the complex dynamics of
environmental politics and particularly the way that developmental states can evolve into
eco-developmental states. The four countries in the region whose experiences are
highlighted here share many ecological, social, cultural, and political characteristics, but
they vary in size, resource wealth, history, and especially political systems. This enables us
to study in detail how these various factors can inﬂuence environmental politics and how
national policy can become reshaped by environmental advocacy.
The Recent Trajectory of East Asia’s Environment
Because of their geographic proximity and cultural commonalities, and in spite of the
diﬀerences in size and regime type, the East Asian countries have all experienced a similar
trajectory in the politics and policies of the environment—and in the state of the
environment itself—since World War II, but at diﬀerent times and at diﬀerent speeds,
roughly corresponding to the timing of industrial growth. As a result, East Asian countries
have followed a similar pattern where growth-ﬁrst developmental states have evolved into
eco-developmental states, modifying high-growth policies to include pro-environmental
goals and promote more sustainable economic growth.
First in Japan, then in Korea and Taiwan, and most recently in China, all of the East Asian
states supported rapid industrialization and high-speed economic growth that emphasized
export-oriented manufacturing industries. As they became economically successful, they
also caused environmental catastrophes such as mercury poisoning in Minamata, wintertime
PM2.5 “air-pocalypses” in Chinese cities, toxic waste spills in South Korea, and the
contamination of indigenous lands by nuclear waste facilities in Taiwan. Industrial pollution
endangered the lives and livelihoods of their citizens, threatening the stability of their
political regimes. All of the ruling political regimes struggled to incorporate these new
environmental concerns into their governance strategies. Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party
managed to hold onto power by passing sweeping environmental regulations in 1970 during
what came to be known as “the pollution Diet.” The military/nationalist regimes in South
Korea and Taiwan failed to get ahead of popular dissatisfaction—the environmental
movements merged with pro-democracy movements that resulted in political
democratization in the late 1980s in both places. So far, the Chinese Communist Party has
managed to keep ahead of the mounting political pressure with increasingly ambitious pro-
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environmental policies designed to reduce the pollution that can lead to political unrest. This
process of transformation from a developmental state to an eco-developmental state was a
gradual one that proceeded in ﬁts and starts over many decades.
Beginning with the inﬂuential work of political scientist Chalmers Johnson on Japan (1982),
which he (Johnson 1986, 1999) and others later extended to Taiwan (Gold 1986) and Korea
(Haggard and Moon 1997; Suh and Kwon 2014), the idea of the developmental state has
been central to analysis of East Asian economic growth. Developmental states in Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan have been characterized by private ownership of most of the means of
production; policies set and enforced by a meritocratically selected bureaucracy; and active
intervention, through both regulation (including import substitution followed by export
promotion) and economic incentives, to guide economic growth in the directions it deems
desirable. In service of their development goals, these states have promoted universal
education, including both technical and nationalistic content; ensured relative income
equality; and limited citizen political participation (Johnson 1986; Beeson 2004). China,
having had a planned economy from the 1950s to the early 1980s, gradually “grew out of
the plan” and came to resemble the other East Asian developmental states more closely,
though state ownership still accounts for a larger share of its economy (Naughton 2015).
Across all four countries, governments and businesses clung tenaciously to their pro-growth,
anti-environment developmental models until their citizens, whose lives and livelihoods
were threatened by industrial pollution, demanded change.
Japan’s postwar environmental movement was triggered both by general deterioration of
urban air quality and by a series of industrial pollution incidents (Avenell 2012: 27), two of
which have become iconic in the world history of environmentalism. In one incident, the
Mitsui Company’s mines polluted the waters of the Jinzu River in Toyama Prefecture with
cadmium, causing the outbreak of a local epidemic of itai-itai (Ouch!, Ouch!) disease, which
led ﬁrst to local citizen protests and eventually to litigation in which Mitsui was found
culpable and forced both to clean up the river and to pay a large amount of compensation
(Yoshida et al. 1999). In the other incident, the Chisso Corporation, a plastics manufacturer
in Kyushu, released large amounts of methyl mercury into Minamata Bay, and local people
ingesting ﬁsh became aﬄicted with what came to be known as Minamata disease, a
potentially fatal degenerative disease of the nervous system. This led to local protests and
eventually to the formation of a national environmental movement with important political
allies (Almeida and Stearns 1998), one that began to include citizens’ groups agitating for
nature preservation and food safety in addition to opposing industrial pollution and its
negative health eﬀects (Avenell 2012: 429).
In Korea, the rise of an environmental movement followed its own rapid industrialization,
about two decades after Japan’s. There were local protests as early as the 1960s and 70s, in
response to pollution around industrial sites and local demands for contamination. Just as
pollution in Minamata galvanized the Japanese, Korean farmers demanding compensation
for pollution caused by the Ulsan Industrial Complex galvanized others to demand redress,
including residents of Seoul and Inch’on aﬀected by poor air quality. Citizens began to
establish organizations to pressure the government and demand change (Ku 2002; Lee
2000). But in the atmosphere of a repressive military dictatorship that lasted until 1987,
only local action was possible, and the regime blocked attempts at coordination between
local residents of polluted areas and any national or international environmental
organizations, seeing them (correctly) as connected with the pro-democracy movement and
hostile to the dictatorship (Ku 2004: 191). Once the Chun Doo-hwan dictatorship fell in 1987,
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the space for political organizing around the environment expanded, and during the 1990s
Korea’s environmental movement grew rapidly, as part of the growth of civil society
organizations generally in the newly democratic country. Now, the Korean Federation for
Environmental Movement (KFEM), which was formed in 1993 by the merger of eight national
environmental groups, is the largest environmental organization in East Asia by far, boasting
more than 80,000 members (Deep Sea n.d.).
Taiwan’s environmental movement developed around the same time as Korea’s, but in
diﬀerent ways. Like its counterparts in Korea, the Nationalist-ruled state ignored
environmental concerns in its headlong (and successful) push for development, setting the
stage for environmental opposition. This opposition began, as did environmental
movements in Japan and Korea, around local issues, primarily those of water pollution. For
Taiwan, the pollution cases that served to spark the national movement were those formed
against Sunko Ink in Taichung County (1982-1984) and DuPont in Lukang (1986-1987). Both
cases saw local villagers organize and successfully force companies to scrap plans to locate
factories in their towns (Ho 2010). Throughout the 1980s victims as well as opposition
intellectuals began to raise issues of local water and air pollution along with nuclear power
and nuclear waste, the latter prompted by the 1980 proposal to build Taiwan’s fourth
nuclear power plant. This nascent environmental movement was a primary issue in the
programs of the “Outside the Party (Dangwai)” political movement that developed into the
Democratic Progressive Party, which was tolerated when it formed in deﬁance of a ban on
the founding of opposition parties in 1986 and was allowed to organize and run candidates
when martial law was lifted in 1987. After full democratization in the late 1990s, the
environmental movement, among many other social movements, began to resort to mass
demonstrations on the one hand, and to formal organizations on the other, becoming, as Ho
(2011:120) puts it “a vital component of political life.”
Unlike Korea but like Hokkaido and Okinawa (in Japan), Taiwan has a signiﬁcant indigenous
population, which was deprived of much of its rights to land and resources by the Japanese
colonial government and then by the Nationalist dictatorship after 1945. As civil society
organizations of all kinds blossomed beginning in the late 1980s, the Aboriginal Rights
Movement grew along with them. Because of both resource extraction and the storage of
nuclear waste on aboriginal lands after 1979, indigenous rights and environmental rights
became closely connected political issues in Taiwan, and have remained so to the present
day.
China’s environmental movement, like its economic development, has taken place most
recently. Propelled by the Marxist assurance that only capitalism could despoil the
environment, along with the ideological valorization of sacriﬁce for the revolution, the
Communist-ruled state paid little attention to environmental concerns even after the
transition in the 1980s to a bureaucratic capitalist system in which state agencies, along
with private capital, are important industrial and market actors. Informed by what happened
in the other countries as pollution intensiﬁed —especially how the environmental movement
provided signiﬁcant support to what became successful pro-democracy movements in South
Korea and Taiwan—the CCP sought to model its response on the LDP, which was able to stay
in power by enacting ambitious, far-reaching legislation protecting the environment. In
December 1989 (a mere six months after crushing pro-democracy protests in Tiananmen
Square) China enacted a new Environmental Protection Law, which was quickly followed by
additional laws focused on limiting air, water, and solid waste pollution (Xie 2020). The ﬁrst
oﬃcially-permitted environmental NGO in China, Friends of Nature (Ziran Zhi You), was
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established in 1994, working primarily on issues of biodiversity conservation and nature
education rather than anti-pollution advocacy (Weller 2006: 128-29).
The Chinese state is notoriously fearful of any kind of independent national-scale
organization or movement, environmental or otherwise. The primary focus of environmental
organization and protest (as with other forms of protest), therefore, has always been local.
Ad hoc, grass-roots organizations formed to address issues of industrial pollution and its
eﬀects on agriculture, food safety, water quality, and population health (Lora-Wainwright
2017; Mertha 2008; Yan 2014). Although China, like Taiwan, has large indigenous minority
populations, indigenous peoples have not been allowed to organize for environmental
causes, lest their organizations develop into movements for local autonomy. When nationalscale environmentalism emerged after 1998, it was thus inevitably incorporated into the
state’s developmentalist system, and belongs to the next section of our overall history—the
evolution of the eco-developmental state.
The Evolution of the Eco-Developmental State
Nowhere in East Asia did the state respond quickly to the environmental concerns brought
up by direct action, journalistic exposés, and increasing public awareness. Instead, all of the
states, attempting to continue their policies of promoting economic development through
collaboration with industrial corporations and enterprises, initially reacted by trying to
ignore and minimize the problems. The states claimed that pollution was a temporary
sacriﬁce that populations would have to endure if people wanted to continue to raise their
standards of consumption, and by studying environmental problems without doing anything
concrete about them (Avenell 2012: 434-35).
Eventually, however, spurred on by a combination of mounting public pressure from growing
environmental movements and realization that things were getting bad enough to harm
further development, governments began to act to address environmental problems,
reaching environmental tipping points. Japan, having been ﬁrst to pollute, was also ﬁrst to
begin cleaning up, but it did not really begin until the late 1960s and early 1970s, initially at
the local level and then only later at the national level. At that time, the Japanese
developmental state began to become eco-developmental—passing anti-pollution laws,
creating an environmental protection agency, and ruling in favor of pollution victims who
had brought lawsuits in the courts (Avenell 2012: 435, Chapter 5; Wakamatsu et al. 2013).
Within only a few decades, Japan went from being a “toxic archipelago” (Walker 2011) to
one that enjoyed some of the cleanest air, water, and soil among advanced capitalist
countries as the government implemented regulations and corporate actors saw the
commercial value of cleaner, more eﬃcient production processes and products (Schreurs
2002).
In spite of this dramatic improvement, Japan has not fully replaced its developmental goals
and policies with environmental ones. The Japanese state still prioritizes economic growth,
although it now takes environmental concerns into account when it considers how to
support that growth. As a result, international and national NGOs, local citizen groups,
environmental lawyers, and other activists continue to put pressure on the state and large
corporations to live up to their environmental promises (Edahiro 2009).
In Korea, the Chun Doo-hwan regime (1980-88) actively worked to suppress the
environmental movement. For example, in the face of the “Onsan disease” caused by heavy
metal pollution in Gyeongsamnan-do, the government’s environmental agency (falsely)
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announced that the disease was not caused by industrial pollution (Ku 2004: 196). After
democratization, however, the state reaction to environmental concerns began to evolve.
President Roh Tae-woo condemned the Doosan Electrical Materials company for spilling
phenols into the Nakdong River in 1991. That same year local residents and national NGOs
organized to block a proposed dam on the Donggang River, and won their ﬁght on
Environment Day when President Kim Dae-Jung announced that plans to build the dam had
been scrapped. That same day he laid out “The New Millennium Vision for the Environment”
in 2000 (ibid.: 199-201). Since that time Korea’s state regulation has been successful in
combating air pollution and partially successful in combating water pollution.
As in Korea, Taiwan’s environmental movement played a key role in democratization itself
(Weller 1999), and its political system rather quickly evolved into a “two-camp” structure
with splinter parties forming coalitions with the two major parties—the reformed Nationalist
Party leading the so-called “blue” camp and the Democratic Progressive Party leading the
“green,” both named for the colors of the respective parties’ ﬂags and not for any aﬃliation
with environmental movements. While Korea’s environmentalists formed a powerful
organization in the Korean Federation of Environmental Movements (KFEM) that usually
supported the Democratic Party, in Taiwan environmentalists formed an independent Green
Party. Taiwan’s Green Party has never gained representation in the national legislature, but
they have elected representatives to city and county councils and work with the Democratic
Progressive Party to run and support candidates for national oﬃce. Through their
partnership with the Democratic Progressive Party they have promoted such programs as
“trash doesn’t fall to the ground (lese bu luo di)” under then-Taipei mayor Chen Shui-bian
(which was partly responsible for his successful bid for the presidency in the 2000 elections,
ending ﬁfty-plus years of Nationalist party rule). Signiﬁcant air and water quality regulations
were adopted during his mayoral and presidential tenures.
China has followed a similar trajectory to the others, but for very diﬀerent reasons and with
starkly contrasting outcomes. All through the transition from state socialism to bureaucratic
capitalism in the 1980s and early 1990s, China’s environmental degradation accelerated.
Throughout this period, it continued to be impossible for any but the most local and
spontaneous groups to engage in protest, let alone organize eﬀectively in opposition. Thus,
unlike the other three places, China has not seen any coordinated environmental or antinuclear movements emerge to play a serious role in politics. However, a transformation in
state policy orientation did happen, beginning in the mid-1990s and galvanized by
disastrous ﬂoods in the middle-Yangzi provinces in 1998 that killed more than 3,000 people,
left 15 million homeless, and negatively aﬀected more than 200 million people (UN 1998).
After researching the cause of the ﬂoods, state scientists (wrongly perhaps: see Henck et al.
2011) attributed much of the damage to upstream deforestation caused by the logging
booms of the late 1950s, 1970s and 1980s. The state at this point did an about face, and
began to take environmental regulation seriously. The State Environmental Protection
Administration (later elevated to ministry status) began aggressive campaigns to stop
deforestation, followed after a few years by policies emphasizing de-carbonization of the
nation’s energy mix, as well as attempts to address excessive water use for irrigation (which
had caused the Yellow River, for example, to run dry before it reached the ocean in the
winter during the 1990s), and measures to clean up some of the world’s worst urban air
pollution. But much of China’s recent push to green its coal-based energy sector though
eﬃciency and renewables has been driven by green industrial policy, in line with
overarching economic development and reform goals (Lewis 2013).
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Unlike the eco-developmental states in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, however, there has been
little coordination between any central-level state agencies and national environmental
groups, because there are no powerful national environmental groups. Formally organized
local groups do exist from time to time, and local protests continue to be very common
(Mertha 2009; Lora-Wainwright 2017). Local state agencies are often eager to compromise
and to pay compensation to victims of pollution or occasionally to shut down the most
egregious polluters, in fear of retribution from higher-level state agencies.
At the national level, a small number of the largest and most professional global NGOs such
as The Nature Conservancy (n.d.) and the Natural Resources Defense Council (2016) have
been able to work with the Chinese government to promote better environmental policies.
But unlike the other countries, China has not seen an uneasy swaying between opposition
and collaboration of state branches and environmental organizations, except in the area of
species conservation. Instead, environmental mitigation in China has been largely state-led,
using methods ranging from legislation to broad policy initiatives, including the state’s
proclamation that China is an “ecological civilization” (shengtai wenming) (Schmitt 2016).
Not all of these eﬀorts have achieved immediate success—river and lake eutrophication, for
example, are still huge problems (Fu 2020), but the campaign against air pollution triggered
by the extreme events of the early 2010s has been a notable success—sulfur dioxide has
been eliminated as a major pollutant (Li et al. 2020; MEE n.d.), and ultra-small particulate
pollution has been reduced by more than half in almost all cities (MEE n.d.).5 Renewable
energy expansion is well ahead of targets set only a few years ago (Sönnichsen 2020), and
forest cover continues to expand (State Forestry 2019).
In general, the public and environmental groups have only been able to exercise inﬂuence
when they work through the channels already provided by the state, which tends to
reinforce the legitimacy and authority of the central government while directing the
criticism to local authorities (Haddad 2015c; Teets 2018). Widespread unrest has largely
taken a virtual form—videos like Chai Jing’s “Under the Dome” (Chai 2015), WeChat and
Weibo discussions, and crowd-sourced reporting (Tyson and Logan 2016) of environmental
pollution. Citizens critical of the government response to environmental problems have not
been allowed to form organizations to express that unhappiness—Chinese citizens can
sometimes express discontent as individuals, but if they want to organize, they must form
groups that work with, not against, the government.
Since China’s transformation to an eco-developmental state is only about a decade old, we
have not yet seen the kind of dramatic improvements in air, water, and soil quality that
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan have enjoyed. In general, the environmental situation in China
remains in “crisis” mode. That said, we note considerable progress in some areas (e.g.,
reduction in SO2 and PM2.5 emissions, increase in forest cover) even as the overall situation
remains dire.
While the overall story of the environmental cleanup made possible by the transition from a
developmental to an eco-developmental state may be signiﬁcant, we must emphasize that
in no case has the state become a fully environmental state committed to sustainability at
the expense of growth. The eco-developmental state views green technology as an
important industry for continued economic growth and is concerned about the costs and
risks related to climate change and pollution clean-up. In other words, the developmental
state’s shift in perspective is not from one that was pro-economic growth to one that is proenvironment. Rather, the eco-developmental state now recognizes that many pro-
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environmental policies are also beneﬁcial for the economy, and that sustainable economic
growth requires more sustainable environmental policies and practices. Because the ecodevelopmental state is still very strongly pro-growth, all of these states continue to face
both environmental challenges and signiﬁcant, even growing pressure from their citizens to
respond to those challenges.
Overall, the observed pattern of evolution from developmental to eco-developmental state
is based on three main factors: industry support, state capacity, and party incentive.
1. Industry support. In many cases, pro-environmental policy has the potential to
generate economic growth and job creation (e.g., renewable energy industries or
increased energy eﬃciency), and in fact the success of these industries and
initiatives has very much been driven by “green’ industrial policy. In other cases,
there are real tradeoﬀs to be made between environmental protection and direct
economic gain (e.g., land conservation or pollution control equipment), and in
these areas state support has remained lukewarm.
2. State capacity. In industries and issues where the industry is fairly consolidated
and/or the state has a lot of inﬂuence, it has been a lot easier to shift policies
(e.g., energy, forestry). In industries and issues where the sources of pollution
are more diﬀuse (e.g., car emissions) or the industry is more fragmented (e.g.,
farming), it has been a lot harder for the state to convince industry to change
behavior.
3. Party incentive. If the issues are negatively aﬀecting an important political
constituency, then the ruling party will deal with the issue in order to maintain
political legitimacy/support. If the issues are not very visible or aﬀect politically
marginalized communities, then the ruling party will be much less likely to deal
with the issue.
When these three factors combine, we can observe a wholesale shift away from a growth-atany-cost policy towards one that regularly includes environmental concerns. Indeed, in
some policy areas where these three factors coalesce, we see East Asian countries become
global leaders, such as low emission and hybrid vehicles in Japan and solar energy in China.
In contrast, in areas where we only see a few of these factors coming together (e.g.,
biodiversity), we see much less inclusion of environmental concerns into state policy.
Thus, the governments of East Asia have remained developmental states even as they
incorporate ecological concern within their priorities. They continue to base their legitimacy
on their ability to bring material prosperity to their people. They continue to work closely
with industry to coordinate eﬀorts to bring about economic development. In the spheres
where the state can work with industry to promote green growth policies, where eﬃciency
and conservation can cut production costs, when short term environmental investments can
reap long-term economic gains, we see tremendous progress towards a model of
sustainable development. In other areas, where it is more diﬃcult for industry and/or
government to collaborate for a policy that is good for the bottom line as well as good for
the planet, when people, plants, and animals can only win when industry loses, we continue
to see activists across the region seeking to pressure corporations and governments to
make more ecologically positive choices. They frequently lose those ﬁghts, but they keep
ﬁghting.
*
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1

This article is based on the introductory chapter to Ashley Esarey, Mary Alice Haddad, Joanna Lewis,
and Stevan Harrell eds., Greening East Asia: The Rise of the Eco-Developmental State (University of
Washington Press, 2020). We urge all readers who are interested in the subjects raised here to read the
book, which contains 15 chapters related to policy and law, local action, and environmental NGOs and
coalitions.
2

We take no position on the status of Taiwan in international law. We treat it as a separate country
because: 1) it has its own government, political and judicial system, enforced borders, armed forces,
and currency, and 2) its trajectory of development and environment has been unique, diﬀerent from
China, Japan, and South Korea.
3

GDP percentages vary depending on the method of calculation, from about 23.9% (PPP) to about
25.7% (nominal). Because of the disruptions of the COVID-19 pandemic, we use 2019 rather than 2020
ﬁgures.
4

China produces more motor vehicles than Japan and Korea put together, but almost all of these are
used domestically
5

Based on a study by one of the authors using daily statistics from 2013 through 2020 provided by the
Ministry of Ecology and Environment, which can be found at n.d. b. , PM2.5 历史数据, (Historical Statistics of
PM2.5).
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